Dear Friend,
As the new Executive Director, I'm
honored to have the opportunity to
lead Sustainable Silicon Valley. The
past several months have been a
time of change and renewal, and as
SSV enters a new era, the
organization has a clear purpose
and momentum.

SSV Team

Thank you to everyone for coming together during the transition period.
Special appreciation to SSV's members for their patience as we successfully
pivoted to a project-based organization; the Board for their enduring
commitment; the executive team, especially Chief Development Officer
Cindy Clark; and SSV's dedicated volunteers.
With guidance from thoughtful SSV members, I'm pleased to let you know
that SSV has honed the Net Positive Bay Area 2050 goals so that they are
both audacious and realistic. SSV envisions a Net Positive Bay Area by 2050
with the goals of:
Generating more renewable energy than we consume
Sequestering more carbon that we emit
Ensuring water resilience by enabling reuse
SSV's new team is delighted to announce our Spring Water Symposium:
Resilience and Reuse on Monday, May 23, 2016 at Intuit's Cook
Campus Center in Mountain View. This event supports SSV's Intelligent
Water REuse Initiative by showcasing projects, providing stakeholder
education, and detailing updates on policy. The dynamic Steering Committee
is collaborating with SSV's water team to create an engaging and inspiring
event.
I invite each of you to the Symposium to learn about innovative water
opportunities and to meet SSV's new team. Your personal presence matters

as it signals a commitment to SSV and our shared mission. Please contact
me directly with your ideas and suggestions as we move forward.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Thompson
Executive Director
Sustainable Silicon Valley
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Water security

Tasting is believing

In a nutshell

Drought-weary Californians are
ready for long-term solutions
like recycled water.

California water agencies may
soon be offering you "potable
reused water".

Compelling facts and figures on
climate change and clean energy.

Learn more >

Learn more >

Low-carbon partnership

What's missing?

SSV's Water Newsletter

The US and Canada to lead the
transition to a low-carbon global
economy.

Philanthropies well suited to kickstart carbon removal given policy
inaction.

Bringing you the latest on water
conservation & reuse, innovation
and policy.

Learn more >

Learn more >
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